
Introducing

Experience a new generation of Immersive VR

by



Live an incomparable experience by feeling
every interaction in your VR environment.

About
Skinetic Have you ever put on your virtual reality headset and wanted to

touch and feel what was happening in the virtual world, like in Ready
Player One? Have you imagined feeling branches scraping across
your chest as you move through the jungle, a curtain of water falling
on your shoulders as you pass under a waterfall, or the breath of a
monster sneaking up behind you?

The Skinetic vest allows you to experience virtual reality like never
before: live and direct, true-to-life sensations!



The Skinetic vest has 20 highly innovative voice-coil
motors all over the torso, providing various tactile
sensations.

To map the tactile feedback points in the skinetic
design, we studied the human body's tactile
sensitivity allowing tactile sensation anywhere on the
device.

Optimal
sensitivity for
maximum
immersion



The voice-coil motors integrated into
Skinetic allow us to reproduce infinite

sensations.

Richness and precision of
sensations

Skinetic provides localized sensations and
motions, providing realistic haptic

feedback.

Full spatialization
capacities

Feel more than the blows and impacts of
the virtual world: the whooshing wind of
an approaching subway, leaves gently

falling on your shoulders, the flow of the
water when swimming in a river...

Unexplored field of
possibilities

What's unique about Skinetic?



Designers & Developers: enhance your experiences by
adding the sense of touch

Enhance the immersion of your
experiences.

 
Unitouch Studio gives you complete
control over the Skinetic SDK.
We give designers and developers
the freedom to create the experience
they want!
Unitouch studio is available for Unity
Unity         and     Unreal Engine. 

Along with the vest itself, Actronika has developed a
software solution called Unitouch Studio to help designers
and developers create immersive experiences including: 

Collection of Tactile Sensations

Do not start designing HD haptics
from scratch.
We bring to you a collection of more
than 150 samples and synthesizers
tailored for vibrotactile feedback.

Compose Spatialised Sensations

Create life-like sensations in your
experiences! Design highly precise
and immersive haptic effects for your
experiences.

Get immersive experiences that
adapt to your brand

 
Do you want your personalized
Skinetic vests? It is possible! If you
order a bundle of Skinetic vests, we
can make it with your design that
best represents your brand!

You can test Unitouch Studio software for free here.

https://www.skinetic.actronika.com/unitouch-studio
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Enhance the 4D/5D cinema experience by adding
localized HD haptic sensations when watching the
movie - Don't just watch; live the experience! 

Amusement parks and LBE's experiences will never
be the same again!

Engage your audience further, enhancing visual and
audio experiences by adding tactile sensations.
Take your experiences, advertisements, or events to
another level of immersion.
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Experience immersive gaming like never before by adding
tactile feedback. Feel the environment as you explore
unknown territories, enemy attacks, and more! 

Provide interactive VR immersive training to your
employees in a risk-free environment where they can gain
experience by simulating work challenges with precise
tactile feedback.



Pre-order here

20 high-definition haptic channels

Free access to the Unitouch Studio platform. 

Features:

Connectivity:
           USB - multi-channel audio card

           Bluetooth 5.1 - embedded haptic synthesizers

           WiFi 4

One size fits all!
From XS to XXL with six adjustment points on shoulders and sides

 

Skinetic Creators Edition - 789.95€*

Pre-order the
Skinetic vest

1x Skinetic - Creators Edition 
1x Battery 
2x Washable Inner-layer 
1x USB Cable - 5m

What’s in the box? 

 

* excluding VAT and delivery costs

https://www.skinetic.actronika.com/product/skinetic-creators-edition


Are you ready to 
feel the difference?

By
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